Class
Nursery

Name of child
Haneen Alkhatib

RM

Eli Barrett

RC

Henry Sellers

1F

Iris Naysmith

1B

Jemima Greaves

2T

Ella Morris

2R

Kyran Fraine

3R

Pippa Chesney

3F

Caleb Ahmad-Reid

4B

Lucas Carmody

4A

Logan Harrison

Reason for award
Haneen is becoming more confident in nursery
and always listens carefully. She completes
tasks with enthusiasm and comes to school
happy and ready to learn. Keep up the good
work Haneen!
Eli is a well-mannered and consistently polite
member of our class. He always has a positive
outlook towards the day and his eagerness to
learn is a great example to others. Thank you
Eli!
A really positive attitude to school life in
general. A kind and helpful member of the
class, who shows care and concern for adults
and his friends alike! Keep being who you are
Henry – you are a delightful young man!
Iris has been working incredibly hard in all
subjects this term. She has produced a
wonderful piece of artwork about Lowry and is
a great example to the rest of the class. Well
done Iris!
Jemima always works hard in class. She is
putting in maximum effort and is showing great
resilience even when something is tricky. Keep
it up!
For her brilliant reading skills and for having
the confidence to read aloud to the rest of the
class. You are absolutely shining when we do
guided reading. Well done Ella!
For writing an amazing letter to Sunny the
meerkat using all the skills he’s been taught.
Well done!
Pippa works hard in all subjects and is an
excellent example to everyone in our class.
Keep it up Pippa!
Trying really hard in everything he has done
this week and keeping a positive attitude. He
has also stayed green all week!
For working really hard and trying to be
independent in his learning. Well done Lucas!
For applying himself in all of his work; for his
excellent behaviour inside and outside of the
classroom; and for earning praise from several

5T

Selein Alhasaniah

5W

Eliza WynnPrendergast

6C

Lewis Clancy

6I/B

Sapphire Wilson

adults throughout Moorside for his positive
choices.
For focusing and really giving her all in her
writing. On top of that, it’s great to see how
proud she’s becoming of the work she’s
creating. Well done!
For settling well into Year5. She is becoming
increasingly focused in class, contributing
excellent ideas in discussions and taking pride
in her work. Keep it up!
Lewis has been working hard on sustaining a
positive attitude towards his learning. His
independent writing is already showing good
progress. It’s also been lovely to have several
other staff members mentioning to me how
positive Lewis’s attitude is this year-keep it up
Lewis.
Excellent effort across all subjects. Sapphire is
always up for a challenge and pushes herself to
achieve the very best!

